
K.A. Cummins is the award-winning author of short

stories and fiction for children and teens.  When

she’s not creating stories, she’s often juggling the

blessings of being a business owner and a

homeschool mom. She seeks to offer readers

adventurous narratives that spark imagination and

inspire grace for themselves and for others. 

Cummins’s writing has appeared on Havok

Publishing and she’s a former Lands Uncharted

contributor.

Twelve-year-old Sarah Ann Reisende wanders into

a mysterious shop where snow globes open portals

to other worlds. After breaking the globe tethered

to Earth, she discovers a link between the father

she has never known and a world called Elohi. But

a warrior named Malvine rules Elohi with his army

of vicious hybrids. Can Sarah uncover the truth

about her father and find a way home before

Malvine seizes control of the shop?

Creative writing takes on many forms, from

microfiction to a full-length books. Each one a little

different in terms of structure and approach. In

Getting Started, students will learn five different

forms of  creative writing with an emphasis on the

shorter forms of creative writing  and how

mastering them can benefit a beginning writer. 

Writing is easier when we know what we want to

write. But what about those days when we’re 

 struggling to get started because we don’t know

what to write? Every writer gets stuck  at some

point.

In Inspiration is Everywhere, students will delve

deeper into what it means to form a writing habit

while learning strategies for writing and

brainstorming—even when  they  don’t feel

inspired. 

Being an autistic author presents a unique set of

challenges in career field where both the job and

the work rely on understanding and

communicating with others.  Writing and Autism

will introduce students to what it means to be

autistic and how being autistic both enhances and

challenges my efforts as a writer. 

“A tween travels to a parallel Earth via snow
globe in Cummins’s entertaining debut novel. .
. . readers will enjoy her [Sarah’s] adventures in
this creative, accessible introduction to
multiverse concepts, the first in a series.”

“Snow Globe Travelers: Samuel’s Legacy will
appeal to science fantasy lovers of all ages and
it’s most highly recommended.” Book a visit or get more info by emailing

authorkacummins@gmail.com.
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—Publishers Weekly

—Readers’ Favorite, A five start review

Presentations average 20 minutes long with

additional time for questions afterwards. 


